
Deployment: Full Native Application, Progressive Web Application (PWA), API, or SDK.
Purchases: Mobile ordering and point-of-sale kiosks | Credit, debit, ticket-based loaded value (e.g., Ticketmaster),
sponsorship value, promotional value, and digital gift cards.
Split Payments: Option to use multiple methods of payment for transactions. Guests can use a single QR code scan
combining discounts with payment method.
Tipping: Option of tipping (customizable) on each card prior to checkout or after checkout.
Transfer Benefits/Value: Transfer of benefits and value for any event.
Sponsorship Activation: Offer your partners the ability to activate their brand through sponsorship value available in
the Mobile Wallet.
Spend X Get Y: Option to earn rewards to use in wallet based on purchasing behavior.
Single Scan with Multiple Functionality: Certifications with multiple payment gateways so that we can take VISA,
Mastercard, American Express. Through payment tokens, guests do not have to reload their card every single time.  

Increased Revenue: Drive higher transaction volumes, larger order
amounts, and greater order frequency. 
Speed and Convenience: Decrease transaction time to order and pay,
shortening concessions lines. 
Comprehensive Data Sets: Obtain transactional data to better
understand guest behavior and provide more personalized
communications and contextually relevant experiences. 
Security and Fraud Protection: Card information in the Mobile Wallet
is encrypted. QR Countdown Timer and Refresh every 30 seconds.
Guests are protected from traditional means of fraud and theft. 
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Your guests have countless payment options
when it comes to transacting. When looking for a
solution, you want to offer them more than just a
digital way to pay.

More integrations, more ways to pay, more ways
to engage and reward your guests and corporate
partners. 
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Leading You into the Future of Mobile-First Solutions

*Complete features and functionality is dependent on method of deployment and technology ecosystem.


